
Dragonistics Tug-of-war Print and Play  

DRAGONISTICS TUG-OF-WAR TEAMS  
Games are an ideal way to provide substantial enjoyable practice of mathematical procedures. This game involves 
addition and comparison of numbers, as well as developing logic and strategy. It can be played competitively or co-
operatively, or as an individual exercise. 

CONTENTS: 

The free print-and-play file has a page of thirty unique dragon cards. Each 

card has a picture of a dragon with  

• their name  

• a symbol representing their species  

• a symbol for their behaviour and  

• a symbol representing their strength as a number between 1 and 8.  

Te Koha (illustrated) is from the green species, is friendly and has a strength of three. Whetu is from the red species, 

is dangerous, and has a strength of six. There are also moody dragons. 

HOW TO USE 

Print the sheet of dragons on light card, print and cut out the thirty dragon cards. Print out the game board with the 

five category values down the middle.  (Please consider the environment before laminating.) This set is for two 

students or two pairs of students playing as teams.  

THE COMPETITIVE GAME 

Place the game board between the two players. Deal out ten dragons each, face down in a pile. Take turns to turn 
over the top dragon and place it on the board according to your choice of team. For example, Te Koha could go in 
the Friendly team or in the Green team. The aim is to win as many of the team tug-of-wars as possible, by having a 
greater combined strength on your team than your opponent’s team. There is a mock up of a game on the next 
page. 
 

THE CO-OPERATIVE GAME AND INDIVIDUAL PUZZLE 

Play as for the competitive game but try to make the teams as balanced as possible. You could allow players to place 
dragons on either side.  

OTHER RESOURCES AT SHOP.CREATIVEMATHS.NET 

These are simplified versions of the Dragonistics data cards which have been developed to teach statistics and 

mathematics. You may purchase a class set of Dragonistics at shop.creativemaths.net  

COPYRIGHT 

Each set of Dragonistics print-and-play resources may be printed many times within 

one school or household. A Dragonistics resource file may not be shared with other 

schools or households. Selling the Dragonistics images violates our copyright.  

For more information visit: CreativeMaths.net/copyright 

SUBSCRIPTION 

Subscribe to our newsletter at CreativeMaths.net for more ideas for teaching and 

learning maths and stats. 



Dragon tug of war teams - example of game in play

Each player has had six turns. At this point in the game, Player 1 is winning for Green and  for Friendly, and 
Player 2 is winning for Red and for Moody. The Dangerous category is currently drawn. 

Player 1 Player 2





Dragon tug of war teams

Two players. Shu�e dragon cards and deal out 10 each face down in piles. Take turns placing dragons in 
teams according to their species or behaviour. Add the strengths together to �nd the winning team for 
each category. Score wins, then shu�e  and play again.
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